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What are these ‘radiatively-driven cold pools’ of which we speak?
These quickly run into ‘the low-cloud problem”


how often are low clouds represented, and if so, 

is it for the right reasons?

Shallow (<1km) boundary layers can 

easily couple to the surface -


but stratocumulus isn’t the intent

Deeper tropical boundary layers 

with dry free-tropospheres 

support shallow cumulus - 


but such cloudy boundary layers 

are intermittently coupled to the surface; 

increased subsidence *should* increase 


the low cloud fraction, but does it in models?



Does it matter?

Do we need low clouds for the radiation?

Net clear-sky radiative heating profiles 
based on Barbados soundings suggest 

clear-sky radiative heating differences can 
drive ~1/3 of shallow circulation (Schulz 

and Stevens, 2018)



Do details of the boundary layer in the ‘radiatively-driven’ dry regions 
matter?
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Ascension ~0.6



Do cloud-permitting* models represent cloud-radiative-
dynamical interactions adequately? 

A qualified YES

*1-10 km grid spacings



What do we mean by cloud-permitting*?

*1-10 km horizontal grid spacings

Can resolve mesoscale circulations and characteristics explicitly

Arakawa, 2004: The Cumulus Parameterization Problem:  
Past, Present, and Future, J. Climate

High confidence 

Medium/low confidence 

Remains parameterized



Note useful spatial scale

Zipser, 1977: Mon. Wea. Rev. “Mesoscale and convective-scale downdrafts as distinct components of squall-line structure”



“Just” by improving resolution - we experience a true paradigm shift: 
mesoscale interactions with the larger-scale circulation

Arakawa, 2004: O69=Ooyama, 1969

This was the ‘before’….

=cloud mass flux

How clunky !

Convection happens ‘in place’, so 
many processes parameterized, 

many not even defined!



A quick summary of some of the new understandings via CP 
simulations

• The MJO (e.g., ability to resolve the diurnal cycle more appropriately)


• Shallow circulations induced by soil moisture differentials


• Monsoonal-mesoscale interactions & their diurnal cycle


• Sea-breeze circulations


• Broadening of the ITCZ (and convecting regions in general)


• Resolution of non-convecting regions (“doldrums”) within the ITCZ


• Diurnal cycle of hurricanes


• Evaluation of the parameterized convection within large-scale coupled climate 
models




a better understanding of the MJO convection……



soil moisture impact on mesoscale circulations:

PNAS, 2019
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One basic distinction between land and ocean is that 
the land can dry out. We show that this is of 
fundamental importance for the precipitation 
distribution over land as it brings precipitation from 
the precipitating region to the nonprecipitating region. 
These findings help understand why tropical rain 
bands broaden poleward over land, the more so the 
drier the soils are.



The more realistic explicit convection increases latent and radiative heating farther north, with latent 
heating later in the day. This weakens the Sahel-Sahara pressure gradient, delaying monsoon’s diurnal 
cycle and changing interactions between the monsoon and boundary layer convection. In explicit runs, 
cold storm outflows provide a significant component of the monsoon flux. 


GRL, 2014



Sea-breeze convection - a big deal in south Florida

photo by Jianhao Zhang



the higher resolution allows for the representation of squall lines and associated 
coldpools that propagate meridionally, redistributing rainfall away from the ITCZ and 
broadening the rainfall distribution.
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hurricanes….

1pm7am

Dunion et al., 2014, MWR



And for course - evaluation of parameterized convection

Bony and  Stevens



parameterized convection

resolved convection

“The convection-permitting simulations 
also suggest that cloud feedbacks, as 
arising when perturbing the equilibrium 
state, may be very different, and in our 
case less negative, than what emerges 
from general circulation models.”



This seems like the right reason to be excited by the growing availability of CP model 
simulations

Web of science search on ‘convection-permitting model’
19982019

It’s all a matter of perspective….



but doesn’t replacing parameterized

convection with resolved convection 


still leave you with a 

‘they said vs they said’?

�



Now can do to comparisons

Convection-permitting 
Models Observations

…of processes….

NO.



Black solid line= dual doppler vertical velocities, updraft cores only (obs. uncertainty of 
few m/s)



ACP, 2018

Used radar wind profiler data to assess up/downdrafts



More rain -> increased likelihood

of stronger downdrafts

(perhaps model downdrafts are

typically too strong?)

Schiro and Neelin, 2018



Can be used to evaluate entrainment assumptions in models

(conclusion: models underentrain)



An arguably not-yet exploited opportunity for CP-model assessment of downdrafts:



What does this matter for convective aggregation?

Might observations have a role in informing mixing representations?



Observations may also be able to shed light on dynamical vs thermodynamical 
Initiation of convection

Do models evaporate too much rain?



Chandra et al., 2018, JGR

In observations, a bump up in surface water vapor mixing ratio at beginning of cold pool

is consistent with a surface wind convergence


But what about the simulations?





Moisture clearly necessary

For cumulus development



But could it also be: Behind every great “isolated” cumulus cloud there’s 

also a cold pool ?

Simple roll circulations enough to un-homogeneize the local thermodynamic environment



What does this have to do with climate?

As we resolve more model processes, we can better 
constrain how these processes will evolve within a warmer 

climate (mixing being key)


e.g. Sherwood et al., 2014: “Spread in model climate 
sensitivity traced to atmospheric convective mixing” 

…and gain fundamental insights along  the way….

Thayer-Calder and Randall, 2015: entrainment drying dominates boundary layer budgets 
Raymond, 1995: boundary layer mainly dries because of convective downdrafts



Jeevanjee and Romps, 2013: deep convection dries BL through convective downdrafts,

Shallow convection moistens the boundary layer (no drying downdrafts)



Low clouds observations & their connection to models of all scales remain relevant

Looking for a student to work on the US component to the EUREC4A project….

pzuidema@miami.edu
Paquita Zuidema

their office here

mailto:pzuidema@miami.edu

